UEG Position Paper
COVID-19 and Digestive Health: Implications for prevention,
care and the use of COVID-19 vaccines in vulnerable patients
Summary
Digestive healthcare is one of the medical disciplines strongly impacted by the
SARS-CoV-2 outbreak and the implemented restrictions (1). Endoscopy has been
one of the most affected procedures, leading to a dramatic decrease of screening
and surveillance procedures. On the other hand, lockdowns and social distancing
have been associated with unhealthy eating habits, decreased physical exercise
and alcohol consumption (2).
The COVID-19 vaccination process is currently of great importance. With GI
patients being vulnerable to increased morbidity and worse outcomes from the
SARS-CoV-2 infection, strategies to better protect the health of patients with
impaired immunity must be a priority.
This position paper serves to inform policy makers, patients, healthcare
professionals and the general public of the latest evidence on the impacts of the
SARS-CoV-2 pandemic on digestive health. In the same vein, it aims to improve
understanding of the clinical considerations on the use of COVID-19 vaccines in
patients with chronic digestive conditions and to present UEG’s latest
recommendations to support evidence-informed decision making.*

UEG’s main messages
•

Healthcare delivery/organisation

When adapting or easing measures, national governments should take into
account the latest clinical data to inform policies and guidelines and ensure
citizens’ protection and support.
Resumption and maintenance of endoscopic activity is crucial for screening
programs, mortality and prognosis of digestive disorders. Elective procedures
performance must be balanced with the need to protect healthcare and patients.
More data are needed to better assess the short and long-term effects of
lockdowns on cancer screening, diagnosis and staging across Europe.
•

COVID-19 vaccination

The variability in national vaccination schemes, epidemiological settings and
vaccine coverage rates should not affect the prioritisation of immunocompromised
patient groups.
The introduction of booster doses should be evidence-based. Antibody titer
determination after vaccination in vulnerable populations such as patients with IBD
under immunosuppressive treatment, patients with digestive malignancies under

*

All the information is based on evidence available at the time of publication (19.10. 2021)
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treatment as well as transplant recipients is needed along with further research to
determine the optimal titer cut-off.
•

EU health capacity

We support the European Commission’s goal of building a European Health Union
and affirm the need to reinforce the mandates of the European Centre for Disease
Control and Prevention (ECDC) and the European Medicines Agency (EMA) to
facilitate a strong and coordinated Union-level response to health crises.
The revision of the ECDC mandate should not miss the opportunity of broadening
the agency’s mandate to include activities in the area of noncommunicable
diseases. This is particularly important considering the interlinks between
communicable and noncommunicable diseases amplified by the SARS-CoV-2
pandemic.

Implications of the COVID-19 pandemic for digestive health and
care
The COVID-19 crisis and social lockdown measures to limit virus transmission are
likely to have had considerable social consequences beyond the direct death toll
attributable to COVID-19 (3).

Colorectal cancer screening delays
Since the rollout of screening programmes, which now cover over 110 million EU
citizens, Europe has observed a steady decline in CRC mortality rates. With
endoscopy being largely used for screening, early diagnosis, and treatment of
digestive tract cancers, there is a growing concern about a possible mid or longterm increase in the GI cancer burden because of the many elective GI
(gastrointestinal) endoscopy procedures that were cancelled (4).
Delays up to 4-6 months do seem to significantly reduce the performance of
screening, however a lockdown sustained for longer time frames would negatively
affect mortality rates (5). It has been indicated that a backlog sustained beyond 6
months would unequivocally ensue in a significant excess of advanced stages
detected through screening and thus in up-staging rather than down-staging, thus
increasing disease burden and human and economic costs. Furthermore, for
delays beyond 12 months, the increase of advanced stages would lead to a 12%
increase of mortality rate at 5 years.

Increased obesity rates, adoption of unhealthy diet and sedentary
lifestyle
It is estimated that the COVID-19 crisis had a substantial impact on weight-related
behaviours, including healthy eating and physical activity (6). The lockdowns have
led to weight gain, due to lower exercise, boredom/anxiety/depression enhanced
eating, characterized by consumption of snacks, unhealthy foods and sweets (7).
Recent data across European countries shows increase in the consumption of
products with lower nutritional values, decrease in the level of physical activity and
weight gain (8,9). This worsening of lifestyle habits may increase the risk of both
chronic and communicable diseases since nutritional status influences immunity.
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In the UK Biobank, the risk of COVID-19 positivity was lower when consuming
vegetables and higher when consuming processed meats (10).
There are a multitude of digestive and liver diseases that are associated with
overweight and obesity. For example, almost 75% of obese individuals have a fatty
liver (11), thus the COVID-19 pandemic may have potentially increased the
prevalence of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease.

Vaccination of GI patients
As Europe is racing to get its citizens vaccinated against COVID-19, the conditions
in which patients with IBD, liver disease, digestive cancer and liver transplant
recipients shall be managed must be clarified. To that effect, digestive healthcare
practitioners are among the main sources of information on SARS-CoV-2
vaccination for vulnerable GI patient groups.

Oncological patients
Although evidence regarding vaccination in patients with cancer is limited, there is
enough evidence to support anti-infective vaccination in general, as recommended
by several oncology professional societies (12). Recent data (13,14) shows that
cancer patients receiving chemotherapy and/or immunotherapy will achieve an
adequate antibody response to COVID-19 vaccination. Nevertheless, the efficacy
of the vaccination should be further evaluated as the evidence is currently
particularly scarce on the duration of the immune response.

Patients with IBD
To date, all approved COVID-19 vaccines are considered to be safe in
immunocompromised patients. Whether mRNA vaccines might pose any
additional risk of immunopathology in immunosuppressed IBD patients is still a
matter of discussion. Whilst there are many unknowns in vaccination efficacy in
those on immunosuppressive therapy, the risk of contracting COVID-19 in this
population is known to be significant. As a consequence and although there are
still many unanswered questions, vaccination in all IBD-patients as early as
possible is encouraged, and preferably with mRNA-vaccines as their efficacy to
protect against mild and severe disease was shown to be higher (15,16).

Patients with liver disease and liver transplant recipients
No significant side effects or safety signals have been reported in patients with
liver disease, nor is there evidence of graft rejection or other safety issues in liver
transplat recipients who received the BioNTec/Pfizer vaccine (17).
There are very few studies evaluating the efficacy of COVID-19 vaccine in these
patients. There is, however, data on patients with NAFLD which shows that
neutralizing antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 were detected in a large number of
cases. The existing evidence on the efficacy of COVID-19 in liver transplant
patients shows antibody-responses range between 47.5% (18) and 81% (19). The
French Society of Gastroenterology has recently proposed a third dose of vaccine
in liver transplant recipients. A 4-week interval between the second and third dose
of the BioNTec/Pfizer and Moderna vaccines was suggested (20).
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